Cahaba Snake Traps
Weather Resistant, Durable and Reusable Snake Traps
provide Quick, Safe and Humane Control for Snakes
Nixalite now offers the indoor and
outdoor Cahaba Snake Traps for
the safe and humane capture of
snakes, rodents, spiders, lizards and
insects.
With an all weather plastic housings
and replaceable glue coated catch
inserts, these traps can be used almost
anywhere. As long as it is kept out of
running or standing water you can
place the trap wherever these snakes
live. It works indoors and outdoors, rain
or shine, 24 hours a day.
Cahaba traps are available in large and
small sizes. The small hard cover traps
can capture snakes up to 18” long as
well as rodents, reptiles and insects.
Larger snakes will require the use of
the larger snake trap housings and
glue inserts.
Economy Snake Trap
Collapsible snake
trap includes
1 large trap
insert. For
indoor & outdoor applications.

Large Size
32”x10.5”x2.5”

The large hardcover trap comes with 2
catch inserts while the collapsible trap
comes with 1 insert. Small hard cover
traps come with 3 catch inserts. All
glue inserts can be purchased

Large Trap

separately from the traps.
32”x10.5”x2.5”
This allows for the affordable
and repeated use of trap housing
using replaceable glue inserts.
Small Trap
16”x5.5”x2.5”
Trapping snakes:
There are no guarantees
when it comes to trapping. The
Why Use Cahaba
best chance of success is to hire
Snake Traps?
a wildlife control professional.
! They work indoors and
Otherwise these traps can be very
outdoors, rain or shine, 24
useful for the effective and safe
hours a day.
removal of snakes and other pests.
! Repeatable, multi-use trap
These traps do not attract snakes to a
with replaceable glue
location, they remove them from a
coated catch inserts.
location. Trap placement is critical. You
! Much more economical
must have some idea where the
than single use traps.
snakes have been sighted or where the
! Installs quickly and easily,
snakes might be hiding. Position the
no tools needed.
trap in or around these areas so the
! Available in 2 sizes.
snake sees the trap as a possible
! Large hardcover trap
hiding place. When a snake enters the
comes with 2 glue inserts.
Small hardcover trap
trap they get entangled in the glue
comes with 3 glue inserts.
catch inserts. The more they try to get
!
All traps come with
away, the more they get caught up in
genuine Cahaba Catch
the glue.
Inserts - no substitutes.
To release a captured snake, use
! Collapsible trap comes
vegetable oil to release the snake
with one large trap insert.
unharmed.
! Replace the inserts but
keep the hard cover traps
For more information refer to the
for years.
product packaging or call Nixalite at
!
Ultra-sticky glue holds
800.624.1189.

Important! Approach trapped snakes with CAUTION. All snakes can bite and some
snakes are poisonous. Do not directly handle live trapped snakes. Refer to the
directions supplied with these traps for more detailed information.
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snakes firmly in place.
! Also catches rodents,
lizards, scorpions, spiders,
and other creepy crawlies.
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